The majority of asset-management intermediaries (e.g., mutual funds, hedge funds) are structured on an open-end basis, even though it appears that the openend form can be a serious impediment to arbitrage. I argue that the equilibrium degree of open-ending in an economy can be excessive from the point of view of investors. When funds compete for investors' dollars, they may engage in a counterproductive race towards the open-end form, even though this form leaves them ill-suited to undertaking certain types of arbitrage trades. One implication of the analysis is that, even absent short-sales constraints or other frictions, economically large mispricings can coexist with rational, competitive arbitrageurs who earn small excess returns.
Introduction
This paper is motivated by two stylized facts. First, the vast majority of professionally-managed investment vehicles (i.e., mutual funds, hedge funds) are structured on an open-end, as opposed to closed-end basis, making it possible for their clients to liquidate shares on demand. This risk in turn makes it dangerous for them to put on trades that are attractive in a long-run sense, but where convergence to fundamentals is unlikely to be either smooth or rapid-a point that has been made by Shleifer and Vishny (1997) . To take one leading example, open-end funds are unlikely to want to bet heavily against something like the internet bubble of the late 1990s. 3 Given the obvious drawbacks, why is the open-end form so dominant? One answer might be that open-ending is the optimal response to problems of agency and asymmetric information. When contributing to a fund, investors worry that the manager may be either incompetent or a crook. If the fund is set up on a closed-end basis, they have no recourse, and may end up seeing their entire investment slowly eaten away. In contrast, if the fund is open-end, they can liquidate their positions at the first sign of trouble, thereby avoiding large losses due to mismanagement or theft. In this view, the prevalence of open-end funds-while not without its costs-represents a socially efficient (i.e., second-best) outcome, given the existence of managerial moral hazard and/or asymmetric information.
In this paper, I take a somewhat different view. While maintaining the premise that agency and information problems are at the heart of the decision to open-end, I argue that the end result may be a degree of open-ending that is socially excessive. The basic argument is as follows. First, suppose that from an efficiency perspective, it would be better if all funds were closed-end. This amounts to assuming that the gains from being able to undertake longer-horizon trades in the closed-end form outweigh the potential losses that come from being unable to control wayward managers (i.e., the fraction of such wayward managers in the overall population is relatively small).
Unfortunately, in such a case it may be impossible to sustain the efficient outcome where all funds remain closed-end. Any one high-ability manager will have an incentive to deviate, and set his fund up with an open-end charter, because this will signal his quality and thereby allow him to get more assets under management. This "businessstealing" effect sets off a counterproductive race to be open-ended, with both high-quality and low-quality managers ultimately being forced to open-end in order not to lose their investors. In the resulting equilibrium, all funds are open-end, yet there is no net benefit in terms of the quality of the managerial pool, since no low-ability managers get screened out. For some parameter values, the all-closed-end scenario can be Pareto-dominant, yielding higher returns to both investors and fund managers. But unlike the all-open-end configuration, it is not a stable equilibrium outcome. This line of reasoning has implications for the debate over market efficiency.
Proponents of the efficient-markets hypothesis often point to the relatively low net-offees excess returns earned by investors in professionally-managed funds as Exhibit A in making their case. Their implicit argument has two parts: first, that minimal barriers to entry and intense competition in the money-management industry have driven aggregate arbitrage profits close to zero; and second, that small arbitrage profits must reflect an absence of economically significant mispricing. Ross (2001) writes:
"But, if we allow for inefficiency, how much is there? As a rough guide, the hedge funds listed in the offshore directory through about 1996 had a (generously estimated) average alpha…of about 4 percent per year. With about $200 billion of funds that means about $8 billion of alpha per year. Assuming this undercounts banks and others engaged in similar activities by a factor of, say, 2, that brings the total to $16 billion and doubling it again to account for all the missing other players takes us to $32 billion which we will round up to $40 billion just to be conservative. This is a tidy sum, but not when measured against a rough estimate of $50 trillion of marketed assets. This means that, on average, prices are "off" or inefficient to about $40 billion/$50 trillion which is less than 0.1 percent. There should be no debate, then, over whether the efficiency glass is half full or half empty; it is simply quite full."
The point made in this paper is that even if the money-management industry is highly competitive, and aggregate arbitrage profits are therefore small, it does not follow that markets are close to efficient. Indeed, competition among fund managers may be part of the problem, rather than part of the solution. For this competition-more precisely, fund managers' attempts to steal customers away from each other-can lead to a situation in which all funds are driven to an inefficient organizational form, namely being open-ended. Given this inefficient form, funds will stick primarily to short-horizon strategies, and earn low excess returns. In so doing, they will leave large long-horizon mispricings such as the internet bubble mostly untouched, because attacking such mispricings aggressively would require a closed-end structure.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, I present some evidence on the dominance of the open-end form in the mutual-fund and hedge-fund sectors. The formal model is developed in Section 3. In Section 4, I briefly discuss connections to other work. Section 5 concludes.
Open-End vs. Closed-End Funds: Some Basic Facts

Mutual Funds
In the mutual-fund sector, the distinction between an open-end fund and a closedend fund is completely clear: investors in an open-end fund can liquidate their shares on demand at any time, while investors in a closed-end fund can never liquidate, absent a takeover of the fund or other terminating event. Table 1 for 96 percent of the sector's assets, and 93 percent of all funds. As can be seen from the table, the pattern in other recent years has been essentially identical.
Hedge Funds
In terms of assets under management, the hedge-fund sector is an order of magnitude smaller than the mutual-fund sector. As of year-end 2002, there were 4,600 U.S. hedge funds, managing a total of $340 billion across all investment categories. 4 Nevertheless, hedge funds are often thought of as an especially significant class of arbitrageurs. This is both because they face fewer institutional and regulatory constraints than mutual funds (e.g., they are much more likely to engage in short-selling), and because they appear willing to deviate more aggressively from passive benchmarks, such as the S&P 500.
The distinction between an open-end and a closed-end hedge fund is not as blackand-white as it is in the mutual-fund sector. Virtually all hedge funds allow their investors to liquidate their positions at some horizon; in this sense, they are all quasiopen-end. At the same time, most hedge funds put some restrictions on withdrawals, and so do not represent as pure a case as open-end mutual-funds.
A 1999 report by the consulting firm Cerulli Associates provides detailed information on the various constraints that hedge funds put on investor liquidations.
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The most common arrangement, used by 43.6 percent of U.S. funds in their sample, is quarterly redemption-i.e., investors can liquidate at pre-specified three-month intervals.
25.7 percent of funds only allow annual redemption, while another 15.7 are more flexible, allowing monthly redemption. Less than one percent of U.S. hedge funds allow the kind of daily redemption that is typical in the mutual-fund sector. 6 An added constraint is that many hedge funds further require investors to give advance notice prior to a withdrawal. Here, the most common convention is a 30-day 5 Source: Cerulli Associates (1999). Cerulli in turn seems to draw much of their primary data from Van Hedge Fund Advisors. 6 The figures for hedge funds worldwide suggest a somewhat more liberal attitude towards redemptions: 6.8 percent allow daily redemptions, 5.0 percent allow weekly redemptions, and 26.7 percent allow monthly redemptions. Thus 38.5 percent of global hedge funds have a redemption frequency of monthly or less; the corresponding figure for U.S. funds is 16.3 percent. notice period, used by 45.3 percent of U.S. funds in the Cerulli sample. And for all but 13.8 percent of funds, the notice period is less than 90 days. Finally, 58.0 percent of the U.S. funds in the Cerulli sample also require an initial lock-up period after investors first contribute capital. Of those who do impose such lock-ups, the vast majority (representing 46.6 percent of all funds) set the lock-up period at one year.
So overall, a slightly oversimplified characterization of the data would be to say that the prototypical U.S. hedge fund gives investors who are past their initial lock-ups the option to liquidate their positions once every three months, subject to giving 30 days' notice. While this is not open-ending in its most extreme form, it still would seem to create a risk of withdrawals over a horizon considerably shorter than that over which some potentially attractive arbitrage trades might be expected to converge. And this broader definition of open-ending is the relevant one for the model I develop below.
The Model Assumptions
There are four dates: time 0, time 1, time 2 and time 3. At time 0, funds choose their charters, and can set themselves up as either open-end or closed-end. Investors place their money in the funds they expect to provide the highest returns; if there is a tie, the money is split up equally among the most attractive funds. There are n funds and n dollars of capital to be allocated. Any fund has a capacity limit, and can handle up to a maximum of m dollars, where 1 < m < n. Ex ante, each fund manager has an independent probability p of being a "good" type, and a probability (1 -p) of being a "bad" type; the initial type is private information of the managers at time 0. All managers and investors are risk neutral.
After the funds are set up and the money has been allocated across them, each fund manager gets another private signal at time 1, which indicates whether or not he has any good trading ideas. In particular, a manager learns at time 1 that he is either "inspired" or "uninspired". A manager who is of the bad type at time 0 learns that he is uninspired with certainty at time 1. A manager who is of the good type at time 0 has a probability q of being inspired at time 1, and a probability (1 -q) of being uninspired.
Thus from an unconditional ex ante perspective, the probability of a manager being inspired is pq.
Fund managers also choose their investment strategies at time 1. An inspired manager can invest in either a "smooth-convergence" arbitrage trade, or an "uncertainconvergence" arbitrage trade. I take the payoffs on these trades to be exogenous, and refer to them as the SC and UC assets respectively. The assets are perfectly divisible, so an inspired manager can choose a portfolio that is any linear combination of the two. The choice of which trades to undertake is non-contractible, so a fund cannot promise its investors that it will stick to a particular investment strategy.
An uninspired manager has no ability to spot arbitrage opportunities, and simply invests in a wasting asset that gradually loses money over time. All trades are put on at time 1, and can either be kept in place until time 3, or interrupted at time 2. If a fund's charter specifies it to be open-end, investors have the right to liquidate its positions at time 2, if they so desire. If a fund is closed-end, investors do not have this right.
Any investment strategy yields two types of payoffs: verifiable investment returns that can be appropriated by investors; and non-verifiable private benefits that necessarily accrue to the fund manager. In the current context, the private benefits are perhaps best thought of as kickbacks that fund managers get from directing trades to particular brokers. In keeping with this interpretation, I assume that a manager's total private benefits are proportional both to the volume of assets he has under management, as well as to the duration of his tenure.
As will become clear, the private benefits are a modeling device that helps to simplify the analysis. Most importantly, the private benefits lead managers to care about both attracting and retaining investors. One would think that the same thing could be accomplished by assuming-realistically-that managers charge investors an explicit fee that is proportional to assets under management. However, if one assumes perfect competition among funds (along with zero marginal costs), any such non-performancebased fees are necessarily driven to zero, which eliminates the fund-size motive for managers. By contrast, since private benefits cannot be alienated, funds cannot compete with each other by lowering the private benefits they take. Said differently, introducing private benefits into the model is roughly analogous to assuming that fees are exogenously fixed to be some fraction of assets under management, and thus are not driven to zero.
For any given trading strategy, both the investment returns and the private benefits depend on whether the position is liquidated early, at time 2, or held until time 3.
The following table details the possible outcomes. In each case, an ordered pair {x, y} denotes the associated gross investment returns and private benefits per dollar invested, respectively. The underlying discount rate is taken to be zero, so these can all be thought of as discounted payoffs. Interrupt at t = 2 {r, z}; where r = x with prob γ, and r = 1 with prob (1 -γ).
Payoffs
The key parametric assumptions with respect to investors' returns are as follows.
First, K < L < 1, which implies that an uninspired manager dissipates investors' money slowly but surely-some is gone by time 2, and even more is lost by time 3. Second, Third, r is a random variable, whose realization is independent across managers, and is given by r = x with probability γ, and r = 1 with probability (1 -γ), where x < L. Thus while the UC asset always does better than the SC asset if it is held until time 3, it is riskier from the perspective of early liquidation at time 2; this is precisely the idea of uncertain convergence. In particular, there is a probability γ that if the UC asset is sold at time 2, investors will realize a loss on the position-a loss greater than they would suffer with an uninspired manager.
As far as private benefits go, there are two assumptions. First, T > 1, so that irrespective of inspiration or the type of strategy chosen, managers' payoffs are reduced with early liquidation. (For concreteness, T can be thought of as a measure of the relative length of the two trading periods.) Second, α > 0, which represents a form of incentive alignment-if he is sure not to be interrupted before time 3, an inspired manager prefers to invest in the UC asset, as his investors would like him to. This incentive alignment might reflect the fact that there is more scope for a fund manager to generate kickbacks on trades if the assets he is managing have appreciated substantially in value.
Alternatively, if one is willing to step outside of the literal private-benefits interpretation of the model, the α parameter could be thought of as a proxy for the extent to which the fund manager is given a share of long-run returns in excess of some benchmark; this would mirror the sort of compensation typically seen in the hedge-fund industry. investors earn a positive net return, so their participation constraint is satisfied.
If p and q are sufficiently large, this closed-end scenario can represent a relatively efficient outcome. There are losses when managers turn out to be uninspired (which happens with probability (1 -pq)), but these are offset by the high returns that accrue when inspired managers invest in the UC asset.
Can the all-closed-end pooling outcome be a robust equilibrium?
The all-closed-end situation described above is a perfect Bayesian equilibrium.
But it may not be robust, in the sense that it may rest on out-of-equilibrium beliefs that are "unreasonable" and hence that do not survive standard refinements, such as that of Cho-Kreps (1987). 9 To investigate this robustness issue, let us entertain the possibility that a good type deviates from the all-closed-end pooling equilibrium by: i) switching to an open-end form; and ii) announcing that he will continue to not charge any fees.
In this context, a Cho-Kreps (1987) type of argument will deem the all-closed-end equilibrium to be non-robust under the following conditions.
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First, a bad type must not want to make the specified deviation (to being open-end with no fees) even if this would lead him to be judged a good type. Second, a good type must prefer to make the deviation if this leads him to be judged a good type. Implicit in the second condition is a third-namely that investors prefer to give their money to a deviator if they think he is a good type, even though he is now open-end, which may adversely affect his investment returns.
Intuitively, if these conditions are satisfied, a good type will break the all- Proposition 1: If the following four sufficient conditions hold, the all-closed-end pooling equilibrium is not robust to a Cho-Kreps (1987) type of refinement-i.e., it cannot be supported by "reasonable" out-of-equilibrium beliefs.
10 Strictly speaking, the Cho-Kreps (1987) criterion is for static games. I am extending the criterion to the current dynamic setting by saying that out-of-equilibrium beliefs at the first stage of a game are unreasonable if there are no continuation equilibria following a deviation where the type described in the beliefs (here the bad type) can be made better off. An equilibrium action profile is then deemed to be not robust if it cannot be supported by reasonable beliefs.
The proposition is formally proved in the appendix, but a sketch of the argument goes as follows. First, condition (1) ensures that rational investors always liquidate any fund whose time-2 performance is less than or equal to L. That is, given their time-0 prior (stipulated in the out-of-equilibrium thought experiment) that the manager is certainly a good type, their time-2 posterior beliefs, conditional on a poor performance of L or less, attach a sufficiently high probability to the manager being uninspired that liquidation has a higher expected payoff than continuation.
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Given (1), a bad type knows that he will be liquidated for sure at time 2 if he switches to open-end, since he is certain to be uninspired and hence have a poor interim performance of L. So even if the deviation initially convinces investors that he is the best fund manager available, and lands him m dollars to manage, his total private benefits will only be mz. So long as these are less than Tz, the private benefits he gets in the allclosed-end equilibrium, he will not want to deviate-hence condition (2).
Condition (3) is a sufficient condition that ensures that a good type will prefer to deviate to open-end if this deviation lands him m dollars to manage. The way it is stated, (3) is actually more restrictive than it needs to be, since it implicitly assumes that if the good type turns out to be inspired, he will be excessively conservative in the open-end form, investing everything in the SC asset. As will be discussed in more detail shortly, an inspired manager can do strictly better than this-even if he wants to keep the probability of liquidation at zero, he can still afford to put some (possibly small) fraction of his portfolio in the UC asset, which would increase his private benefits. At the expense of a little extra notational complexity, this logic leads to a weaker version of (3), which is described in the appendix.
Finally, condition (4) is a sufficient condition for investors to prefer an open-end fund that they know to be managed by a good type, as opposed to a closed-end fund with a manager of unknown type. As with (3), condition (4) is also more restrictive than it really needs to be. It again presumes that an inspired manager in the open-end form puts everything in the SC asset, when in fact he can always do strictly better-for both himself and his investors-than this.
By inspecting the conditions, we can get a sense of the circumstances under which closed-end funds might potentially survive. First, (4) suggests that the all-closed-end pooling equilibrium is more likely to be viable when p is near one, so that there relatively little chance of the manager being a bad type. This fits well with casual empiricism. For example, somebody like Warren Buffett, with a very strong reputation, effectively has a p close to one. This is why he can use Berkshire-Hathaway-a closed-end corporation-as his investment vehicle, and still not have trouble raising money.
Second, when there is a strong "business-stealing" effect-i.e., when m is relatively large-it is apparent from (3) that it becomes harder to sustain the closed-end outcome, all else equal. Note that if m = 1, so that there is no business-stealing effect, (3) cannot be satisfied. More generally, with m = 1, nobody, whether a good or bad type, would ever want to deviate from the all-closed-end pooling equilibrium.
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So the business-stealing effect is absolutely central to unwinding the closed-end equilibrium.
Can there be a separating equilibrium?
Irrespective of whether the conditions in Proposition 1 hold, it is straightforward to establish that the model never admits a separating equilibrium in which good and bad To prove the proposition, note that in any separating equilibrium, a bad fund is recognized as bad. This implies that it gets no money to manage, whether it is open-end or closed-end, because in either case, investors are unable to recoup their initial investment. In contrast, if a bad fund mimics the strategy of a good fund, it will expect to get a positive amount (approximately 1/p dollars) to manage, since in a separating equilibrium there are on average pn good funds managing a total of n dollars. Thus for any separating equilibrium that is proposed, a bad type will always prefer to mimic a good type-i.e., a bad type's incentive-compatibility constraint can never be satisfied.
However, it is interesting to note that if one is willing to sprinkle in a little investor irrationality, it may be possible to sustain a particular separating equilibrium- A bad fund will no longer deviate from the proposed equilibrium if kTz > (1-k+pk)z/p.
In other words, if a bad fund can still get a few naïve investors to give it money in the closed-end form-and can take each of them for a two-period ride that yields a large private benefit of Tz-it may make sense for it to stay closed-end.
Although I will leave it aside in what follows, and continue to focus on the case where all investors are rational, this naïve-investor variation may be helpful in adding empirical realism to the model. Without it, the model predicts that the only time we observe closed-end funds is when p is close to one. This is the Warren Buffett case, and the empirical implication is that closed-end funds are always run by better-than-average managers. But as a matter of reality, some closed-end managers are probably scam artists who are taking advantage of the opportunity to lock in unsophisticated investors. In other words, it is likely that closed-end funds inhabit both ends of the quality spectrum. In order to get the model to square with this stylized fact, it is probably necessary to add the naïve investors.
Pooling case where all funds are open-end
If we continue to suppose that the conditions laid out in Proposition 1 all hold, we now know that not only is the all-closed-end pooling equilibrium ruled out, but so is any kind of separating equilibrium. Thus if we restrict attention to pure-strategy equilibria, all that remains is a pooling equilibrium where all funds are open-end. In the appendix, I
prove: The equilibrium described in Proposition 3 can be supported by the offequilibrium-path belief that a fund which deviates to the closed-end form is a bad type.
As demonstrated in the appendix, this belief is in fact a reasonable one, in the sense of Cho and Kreps (1987 all funds are open-end, there are two different scenarios that can obtain. In the first of these, which I call the "aggressive-investment" scenario, inspired managers continue to put their entire portfolio in the UC asset. This implies that inspired managers have a time-2 performance of r = x with probability γ, and of r = 1 with probability (1 -γ).
What happens to an inspired manager whose performance is poor (i.e., who has r = x) at time 2? Consider things from the perspective of investors. Investors do not directly observe whether managers are inspired, and must make an inference based on interim performance. In other words, after observing performance at time 2, investors will assign an updated probability to the manager being inspired. I make the plausible assumption that this posterior probability assessment cannot be better for time-2 performance below L than it is for performance equal to L. That is, I rule out the possibility that a manager with a time-2 performance of x is judged more favorably than a manager whose time-2 performance is L > x. This is tantamount to assuming that an 13 I should stress that this is only a thought experiment designed to illustrate the internal logic of the model. It is obviously not meant as a serious policy suggestion.
uninspired manager with a performance of L can (and will) always strategically underreport, and say that he only had a performance of x.
14 Given this assumption, investors update as follows in the aggressive-investment scenario. First, if a fund has a time-2 performance of strictly greater than L, investors know with certainty that the manager is inspired. Second, if a fund has a time-2 performance of L or less, investors attach a probability π < 1 to the possibility that the manager is inspired.
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A simple Bayesian calculation for π yields:
The smaller is γ, the lower is π. This makes sense-if inspired managers only rarely have poor interim performance, when such poor performance is observed, it will tend be attributed to the fact that the manager is uninspired.
Given (5), it is easy to prove:
Lemma 1: If condition (1) in Proposition 1 holds, then in the aggressiveinvestment scenario, a fund whose performance at time 2 is less than or equal to L will be liquidated. Thus an inspired manager who invests aggressively faces a probability of liquidation of γ.
14 Thus the only observed performance reports less than or equal to L will be reports of x, and these reports will come from both uninspired managers and inspired managers who have had bad luck.
15 Again, this is because any manager with a performance of less than or equal to L-whether an uninspired manager or an inspired one-will pool and report the same performance.
Lemma 1 indicates that, in an open-end world, inspired managers may run the risk of being prematurely liquidated if they invest aggressively-i.e., if they put everything in the UC asset. Note that with perfect information, investors would never want to liquidate an inspired manager. But given that they do not directly observe whether managers are inspired, and have to instead make an inference based on observed interim performance, it will under some circumstances be optimal for investors to pull the plug after a poor time-2 showing. Loosely speaking, this happens if the posterior likelihood of the manager being inspired is sufficiently low, and the incremental amount salvaged by getting out of an uninspired fund early (i.e., (L -K)) is large enough. Condition (1) turns out to be sufficient for this to be the case.
We can now ask whether the aggressive-investment scenario can be consistent with equilibrium behavior on the part of fund managers. If condition (1) holds, an inspired manager who invests aggressively knows that he will be liquidated with probability γ. Thus his expected private benefits are (1 -γ)Tz(1 + α) + γz.
Alternatively, an inspired manager has the option of investing "cautiously". I define cautious investment as a policy of putting a fraction θ of the portfolio into the SC asset, and a fraction (1 -θ) into the UC asset, where θ is the smallest allocation to the SC asset that ensures that the manager will not be liquidated at time 2-i.e., that guarantees that his time-2 performance will exceed L.
(Whenever performance exceeds L, investors
can infer with certainty that the manager is inspired, and so will never liquidate.)
Fudging the trivial openness problem, we have that:
16 Strictly speaking, there is no smallest allocation that ensures a performance just above L. To be more precise, one could assume that the portfolio space is discrete (e.g., everything is measure in dollars and cents) and that this discretization is fine enough so that the difference between L and "just above L" is negligible, and only plays a role due to signaling reasons.
If he invests cautiously, an inspired manager has expected private benefits of θTz + (1 -θ)Tz(1 + α). If these exceed the benefits to be had from investing aggressively,
there cannot be an aggressive-investment equilibrium, since given the updating rules associated with such an equilibrium, an inspired manager will always prefer to deviate to the cautious-investment strategy. This establishes:
Proposition 4: Suppose that the conditions of Proposition 1 hold, so that the only robust equilibrium is one in which all funds are open-end. Inspired managers will necessarily invest cautiously, with a fraction θ of their portfolios devoted to the SC asset, if the following condition is also satisfied:
To summarize the discussion thus far, we have now established a set of conditions (4) and (7)- (8) The first five conditions, (1)- (4) and (7), continue to be satisfied, so all funds are again open-end and inspired managers still invest cautiously. But now caution only requires that a fraction θ = 0.50 of their portfolios be allocated to the SC asset. As a result, investors now earn an expected gross return of 1.27 for every dollar invested, which is better than they do in the all-closed-end scenario.
Overall, the two examples suggest that competition among funds can lead to an amount of open-ending that is excessive from investors' perspective, but not necessarily so. In the first example, open-ending makes inspired managers so cautious that they almost completely shun the UC asset. The negative effect on their returns thus overwhelms the gains associated with being able to liquidate uninspired managers. In the second example-where the short-run downside risk of the UC asset is not as severe-open-ending does not induce quite so much caution, so the tradeoff goes in the other direction. In the latter case, allowing funds to compete on the dimension of organizational form has the sort of welfare consequences that one might normally expect.
That is, it makes the fund managers themselves worse off, but it benefits investors.
It should also be emphasized that in either case, open-ending dramatically reduces funds' willingness to invest in the UC asset. If we think of the interval from time 1 to time 3 as being five years, the numbers in the examples imply that the UC asset offers a riskless annual return of 25 percent if held to maturity, as compared to 8 percent for the SC asset. Yet in the first example, funds put only 5 percent of their portfolios in the UC asset; even in the second example, the portfolio weight is only 50 percent. Thus even when open-ending can be said to be an efficient (i.e., second-best) response to problems of agency and asymmetric information, it greatly compromises the ability of arbitrageurs to take on certain types of trades.
One implication of this is that the connection between arbitrageurs' profits and overall market efficiency is very tenuous. In Example 1, the ex ante gross return to investors of 1.10 translates into a 2 percent annual alpha for professionally-managed money, assuming a five-year horizon. This looks relatively small, in keeping with the empirical evidence on the performance of fund managers. Yet this small alpha coexists with an infinitely elastic supply of the UC asset, which can be thought of as having a price that deviates from fundamental value by a factor of three. Indeed, fund managers barely touch the UC asset, even though eventual convergence to fundamentals is assured, and there are no other frictions, such as trading costs or short-sales constraints. As noted in the introduction, this kind of story would seem to fit well with the unwillingness of hedge funds to bet heavily against the internet bubble of the late 1990s, by, e.g., taking an outright short position on the NASDAQ index-something which would certainly have been feasible to do at low cost from an execution/trading-frictions standpoint.
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The sort of welfare comparisons made in Examples 1 and 2 are actually quite narrow in scope, as they do not take into account any of the potential consequences that open-ending has for either market efficiency per se, or resource allocation-they only consider investors' returns and managers' private benefits. This is an artifact of the modeling strategy of taking the returns on the UC and SC assets to be exogenous, and and to the extent that asset prices affect production decisions, to a less efficient allocation of resources-e.g., to too much investment in overpriced dot-com companies.
Performance-Based Incentives
One limitation of the model thus far is that I have not considered the possibility that investors might put fund managers on an explicit incentive scheme.
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The only source of incentive alignment has come from the α parameter, which measures how much more in the way of private benefits managers get when they are able to maintain a position in the UC asset until time 3. And as can be seen from condition (7), it is crucial for the results of Propositions 4 and 5 that α not be too large. For if α is big enough, an inspired manager will continue to invest everything in the UC asset even when faced with meaningful liquidation risk in the open-end form. In this case, being open-end dominates being closed-end, and the model has little interesting to say.
So a natural question to ask is whether investors will want to supplement managers' innate incentives with performance-based pay. To see how this might work, consider the limiting case where α = 0, so that the innate tendency for managers to prefer the UC asset is negligible. Now suppose that investors commit to paying a manager a bonus of B whenever he realizes a time-3 return of R UC .
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A simple re-arrangement of (7) shows that the minimal value of B necessary to induce an inspired manager to invest entirely in the UC asset is given by:
Simply put, the bonus B has to be enough to compensate an inspired manager for the probability of γ that he will be liquidated if he invests everything in the UC asset, which would in turn cause him to lose (T -1)z in private benefits.
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20 This is not the most general class of incentive schemes. However, the argument that follows is easy to extend to any incentive contract that is based on time-2 performance.
21 This bonus can be implemented with a simple linear sharing rule. Since the goal is to get the manager to invest aggressively, as opposed to the cautious strategy of putting a fraction θ of his portfolio in the SC asset, the rule has the form w = s(Y -(θR
, where w is the payment to the manager and Y is the return he delivers. In other words, the manager keeps a fraction s of the return in excess of the cautious benchmark of (θR
Once we allow for the possibility of such incentive contracts, the results of Propositions 4 and 5 will only continue to apply if investors find it optimal not to use them in equilibrium. There are at least two reasons why this might be the case. First, there is the direct cost of the bonuses to investors. However, as long as the privatebenefit parameter z is relatively small, the cost of the bonuses is likely to pale against the improvement in expected returns that comes when inspired managers are induced to invest more aggressively in the UC asset.
A second-and probably more compelling-reason not to give fund managers overly high-powered incentives is that this can lead to risk-shifting behavior. To capture such risk-shifting in a simple way, I augment the model as follows. Suppose that uninspired managers have a second investment choice: they can buy a lottery ticket that has a probability h of yielding R UC by time 2, and a probability (1 -h) of being completely worthless. If h < L/ R UC , this lottery ticket is not only negative-NPV, but also a worse investment than what they would otherwise undertake. Finally, assume that buying the lottery ticket yields an uninspired manager a private benefit of (z -ε), where ε is very small. This is just a way of saying that, absent any explicit contracts, the incentives of uninspired managers are naturally well-aligned-they avoid buying the lottery ticket, and behave as described earlier.
The problem with giving performance-based compensation should now be clear.
If the required bonus B is such that hB > ε, at the same time that it improves the investment decisions of inspired managers, it will induce uninspired managers to opt for the lottery ticket. This line of reasoning leads to:
Proposition 6: Suppose that hB > ε. The use of performance-based compensation will be endogenously ruled out, and all the previous propositions will continue to apply as stated, if the following sufficient condition also holds:
Condition (10) is easily interpreted. The quantity on the left represents the expected gain that comes from having inspired managers invest aggressively, as opposed to cautiously. The quantity on the right is the expected loss that comes from having uninspired managers switch over to buying lottery tickets. When the former is less than the latter, it is not worth it for investors to provide performance-based incentives. Note also that (10) is only a sufficient condition; it could be weakened by taking into account the direct costs of the bonuses. Or said differently, the proposition applies even when the private-benefit parameter z is very small, so that these direct costs are negligible.
Example 3: Keep everything the same as in Example 1, and add h = 0.10, and ε = 0.003. The minimal bonus required to induce inspired managers to invest aggressively is given by B = 0.04. However, if this bonus is offered, uninspired managers will buy the lottery ticket, and investors' expected gross return will be reduced to 0.98 even before accounting for bonus expenses (and to 0.96 net of bonuses). Since these numbers are less than the 1.10 earned without performance-based pay, such pay will not be used.
Related Work
This paper can be seen as complementary to Shleifer and Vishny (1997 The logic developed above suggests that this critique is off the mark: in a world where funds compete for investors' dollars, it is not generally correct to presume that they will, in equilibrium, be organized in such a way as to be maximally effective at the task of arbitrage. This paper also draws on the insights of a large literature in corporate finance on the costs and benefits of short-term debt.
22 Diamond (1991) in particular makes a point similar in spirit to that here: firms that have positive private information about their credit quality may issue short-term debt as an optimistic signal, even though this increases the risk that they will face inefficient early liquidation.
Closer to the current topic are a series of papers on another type of financial intermediary-commercial banks-which ask a question analogous to the one posed above: why is it that banks choose to issue demandable liabilities, when it is clear that such demandability can cause severe liquidity-shortage problems, and interfere with their ability to carry out their lending function? According to, e.g., Calomiris and Kahn (1991), Flannery (1994) , and Diamond and Rajan (2000, 2001) , demandable claims are a way of reassuring investors in a bank that they will not be too badly expropriated by bank management. Clearly, this story has something in common with the one being told here.
Conclusions
The central point of this paper is easily stated. Asset-management intermediaries such as mutual funds and hedge funds compete for investors' dollars, and one key dimension on which they compete is the choice of organizational form. In general, there is no reason to believe that this competition results in a form that is especially well-suited to the task of arbitrage. Rather, there is a tendency towards too much open-ending, which leaves funds unable to aggressively attack certain types of mispricing-i.e., those which do not promise to correct themselves quickly and smoothly. 22 See, e.g., Scharfstein (1990, 1996) , Diamond (1991) , and Hart and Moore (1998). This idea may help to shed light on the arbitrage activities of another class of players: non-financial firms. Baker and Wurgler (2000) document that aggregate equity issuance by non-financial firms has predictive power for the stock market as a whole. And Baker, Greenwood and Wurgler (2003) show that such firms are also able to time the maturity of their debt issues so as to take advantage of changes in the shape of the yield curve. At first such findings appear puzzling. After all, even if one grants that managers have some insight into the future of their own companies, and hence can time the market for their own stock, it seems harder to believe that they would have an advantage over professional arbitrageurs in timing the aggregate stock and bond markets. However, there is another possible explanation for these phenomena. Even if managers of non-financial firms are less adept at recognizing aggregate-market mispricings than are professional money managers, they have an important institutional advantage-they conduct their arbitrage inside closed-end entities, with a very different incentive structure. For example, it was much less risky for the manager of an overpriced dot-com firm to place a bet against the internet bubble in 1999 (by undertaking an equity offering) than it was for a hedge-fund manager to make the same sort of bet. In the former case, if the market continued to rise, no visible harm would be done: the dot-com firm could just sit on the cash raised by the equity issue, and there would only be the subtle opportunity cost of not having timed the market even better. There would certainly be no worry about investors liquidating the firm as a result of the temporary failure of prices to converge to fundamentals.
Proof of Proposition 1
To refine away the all-closed-end pooling equilibria with reference to the ChoKreps criterion, we require the following conditions. First, a bad type must not want to deviate to open-end even if this would lead him to be judged a good type. Second, a good type must prefer to deviate to open-end if this leads him to be judged a good type.
Implicit in the second condition is a third-namely that investors will prefer to give their money to a deviator if they think he is a good type, even though he is now open-end, which may affect his investment strategy. The proof strategy is then to take any perfect Bayesian equilibrium in which all funds are closed-end, and show that for that equilibrium, the above three conditions hold. This will imply that no all-closed-end equilibrium is robust.
A complication that arises is that even after we specify investors' beliefs about the time-0 quality of a deviator (i.e., that he is a good type), we still need to pin down their expectations regarding how the deviator will trade upon learning at time 1 that he is inspired. That is, we have to look at all possible continuation equilibria that may follow after a deviation in the first stage. There are two subcases to consider. First, investors might conjecture that, upon learning that he is inspired, a manager will be cautious, and invest a fraction just over θ of his portfolio in the SC asset, where θ = (L -x)/(1 -x), thereby ensuring that the portfolio always has a time-2 value of greater than L.
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So if investors see a performance of L or less, they will be sure that the manager is uninspired, 23 As noted above, a portfolio with return "just above L" will exist if the portfolio space is discrete with a very fine grid. In this case, the difference between L and "just above L" matters only for signaling reasons. and will always liquidate, since this is the dominant strategy when facing an uninspired manager.
Alternatively, investors might conjecture that, upon learning that he is inspired at time 1, a manager will be aggressive, and invest everything in the UC asset. In this case, a realization of L or worse at time 2 does not prove that the manager is uninspired, since even a inspired manager can get unlucky with the UC asset. Still, the Bayesian update conditional on a realization of L or worse is that there is now only a probability of qγ/ (qγ + (1-q) ) that the manager is inspired.
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If investors liquidate, they get x when the manager turns out to be inspired, and L when he turns out to be uninspired. If not, they get R UC when the manager turns out to be inspired, and K when he turns out to be uninspired. Thus liquidation of a poor performer at time 2 continues to be optimal if:
Inequality (A.1), which can be rearranged to yield condition (1) in the text, thus ensures that no matter what investors believe about the investment policy of an inspired manager-that is, in any continuation equilibrium-they will liquidate any fund when its performance is less than or equal to L. 24 As discussed in the text, I am assuming that investors' beliefs about managerial ability after a performance of less than L cannot be more positive than after a performance of exactly L. That is, an uninspired manager with performance of L can strategically underreport, so in equilibrium, any manager with a performance of L or less-whether inspired or uninspired-pools and reports the same performance. Now assume that the condition holds. We can now entertain time-0 deviations from an all-closed-end equilibrium. Again, the deviation to be considered is one in which a fund announces that it is open-end, and continues to charge no fees. Supposing that investors interpret such a deviation as a signal that the manager is a good type, we are interested in establishing the incentives of both the good and the bad types to actually go through with the deviation.
Consider first a bad type deviating to open-end. If he is judged to be good, the best that can happen is that he will get m dollars of money to manage. But he will only have this money under management until time 2, since it is certain that he will have an interim return of L and hence be liquidated. Thus the best a bad type can get by deviating to open-end is mz. In contrast, we have seen that he gets Tz in the all-closed-end equilibrium. So a sufficient condition to deter a bad type from deviating is that m < T, which is condition (2) in the text.
Now consider a good type deviating to open-end. Assume for the moment that he gets m dollars to manage. Once he has the money, the good type will learn at time 1 whether he is inspired. If he is, he can invest either cautiously or aggressively, and will pick whichever one yields higher expected private benefits. Thus a lower bound on his private benefits can be obtained by assuming that he invests cautiously.
If a good type invests cautiously when he is inspired, ex ante expected payoffs can be calculated as follows. With probability q, investors leave their money in until time Condition (4) in the text implies (A.3). As with condition (3), condition (4) as stated is excessively conservative, in that it sets θ = 1.
It follows that under the conditions of Proposition 1, there are no equilibria with reasonable beliefs in which all funds remain closed-end.
Proof of Proposition 3
The all-open-end pooling equilibrium can be supported by the out-of-equilibrium belief that a deviator to closed-end is a bad type-with this belief, nobody will want to deviate from the equilibrium, because they would get no money to manage. Moreover, this belief survives our extension of the Cho-Kreps (1987) 
Proof of Lemma 1
In the aggressive-investment scenario, a manager whose performance at time 2 is less than or equal to L has a posterior probability π of being inspired, where π is given by equation (5) 
